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Detect overview
Use Detect to streamline the analysis of suspicious activity and enable real-time
responses to intrusions. Deploy intelligence about indicators of compromise to
continuously scan groups of endpoints. When a potential compromise is detected, an
alert gets generated.

Types of threat data
You can customize what intel is applied to your groups and combine threat data from
multiple sources.

Signals
You can use signals through an integration with Tanium™ Trace for the continuous, realtime evaluation of process, network, registry, and file events on the endpoint. Signals
implement a specific language that the Detect service ingests and validates for both
language syntax and the currently supported terms and conditions. Signals are available
as a feed from Tanium, or you can author your own signals.

Intel documents
An intel document represents a collection of artifacts to detect and respond to a potential
intrusion. These artifacts can include MD5 hashes, file names, domain names, registry
data, IP addresses, and process handles. These indicators of compromise (IOCs) might
be subject to versioning with updates distinguished by a globally unique identifier
(GUID). The common formats, OpenIOC and STIX, provide adaptability for a specific
intrusion and can be shared across the enterprise and the broader community. In
addition to uploading intel documents manually, you can import or stream intel
documents from other sources, such as:
l
l
l
l
l

PwC Threat Intelligence
TAXII Streams
iSight Partners Threatscape
STIX and OpenIOC formatted data
Tanium Trace

YARA files
YARA is a pattern-matching engine. YARA files use rules to classify and identify
suspicious content inside files on the targeted endpoints. Each rule consists of a
Boolean expression to combine user-defined descriptions consisting of byte patterns,
strings, and regular expressions. You can use a text editor or tools that auto generate
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rules. YARA files, when combined with a defined search scope, are used like regular
intel for detection scans.
For more information, see the YARA website.

Reputation data
For endpoints configured to use reputation intel, the hashes found by the saved
questions are sent to the third-party reputation service for assessment. If this intel
generates an alert, process and driver hashes are decorated to provide an at-a-glance
status. Any known malicious matches automatically initiate a quick scan on the targeted
computer group and an intel document that is used for ongoing background scanning.

Detect intel scanning
Detect packages are automatically created and deployed when groups are configured or
intel is uploaded. Each package is pushed separately on the endpoint, and can be
updated independently. The packages consist of the following pieces:
l

l

Group configuration package: Contains the Detect tools, the evaluation engine, the
intel mapping file, and any blackout periods.
Intel package: Contains the intel to investigate on the endpoint. Intel packages can
be a sync package (all intel) or a delta package (new intel since previous sync or
delta package). When intel is updated, a delta intel package is pushed to the
endpoints. The name of this update package contains the word Delta, for example:
Detect Intel for Windows Revision 51 Delta. After the configured Intel Package
Publication Max Deltas (default: 10), a sync package is deployed again.

Intel aggregation and deployment
As intel is brought into the Detect workbench, the source of the intel, such as Tanium
Signals or OpenIOC, is identified and you can apply custom labels. Use custom labels to
organize any type of intel into sets that are relevant for a specific environment. For
example, you might want to sort intel by priority, incident case, or based on the
applicable attack surface.
When you create a group configuration, you build an intel mapping file of the intel
sources and labels that you want to apply. The intel mapping file dictates how intel is
compiled and applied to endpoints. During deployment, all endpoints receive all intel.
The intel mapping file determines which intel the engine should use during evaluations.
By having the full intel package available on the endpoint, you can rapidly change the
applied intel with a simple configuration change. The sources and labels allow you to
dynamically update the intel documents and signals that are included in the evaluation.
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How evaluation scanning works
The evaluation engine searches the endpoint for the specified intel in three ways: with
continuous background scans, limited-use quick scans, and live event monitoring with
Trace.
Background scans provide automated threat scanning across hundreds of endpoint
artifacts and they support a diverse set of threat intelligence types. The engine searches
for the specified intel and evaluates the intel against the defined candidate population. If
a match is found, the engine generates an alert and the Detect service collects these
alerts on a regular basis, without waiting for the scan to complete.
Quick scans are meant to be used in a limited capacity, as they can only search with a
single piece of intel on one computer group at a time. Initiating a quick scan pauses
background scan, completes the quick scan, and then the background scan resumes.
This type of scanning is helpful in situations of high urgency. If any matches are found,
they generate an alert that is reported asynchronously; you do not have to wait for the
scan to complete.
When a scan finds a match, the alert is gathered from the endpoint and reported back to
Detect. From there, you can further investigate the endpoint through Tanium Trace or
other Tanium solutions.
If you have endpoints that are mission-critical or need to limit when Detect can be active,
you can include blackout periods with the group configuration. Neither type of scan can
run during those times.

Integration with other Tanium modules and components
By Integrating with other Tanium products and content, detection scans can run faster
and more thoroughly.

Tanium™ Connect
Events and alerts generated by Detect are sent to Connect. By configuring a Connect
destination, this information is actionable outside of Tanium. Detect sends hash
information from saved questions to Connect and reputation service providers to
elaborate on process hashes for an at-a-glance reputation status. You can also
configure incoming connections from sources such as Palo Alto Wildfire to create threat
data.

Tanium™ Index
Use Index to create a full index of the files that exist on an endpoint local file system.
Index captures file and path information, the hash, and magic number. With Index, Detect
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can quickly determine whether a particular file exists on the endpoint without having to
scan through the entire file system. You can create intel documents to look for a full or
partial file name or directory path, file hash (MD5, SHA1, and SHA256), and the magic
number.

Tanium™ Trace
Detect integrates with Trace in the following ways:
l

l

l

You can use Trace evidence from a single endpoint to scan any other endpoint
that has Detect tools installed.
You can use Trace historical data that was captured by the event recorder for indepth scanning of each endpoint for evidence of intel matches. Signals are sent to
the Trace event recorder for live process event matching.
You can make a live connection to a suspicious endpoint from a Detect alert for
further investigation.

Additional Detect documentation
Evaluation engine documentation
The evaluation engine documentation provides an in-depth explanation of how
endpoints interact with intel and types of scans. The documentation provides a
description of intelligence document types, sensor types, possible error messages, and
other features that affect the evaluation. From the Detect home page, click Help , then
click the Evaluation Engine tab.

API documentation
The API documentation provides the list of paths and models and includes interactive
features to try out operations. From the Detect home page, click Help , then click the
API tab.

External resources
For detailed information about intel documents and their development, see the following
resources.
l

l
l

Structured Threat Information eXpression (STIX): A Structured Language for Cyber
Threat Intelligence Information
Trusted Automated eXchange of Indicator Information (TAXII)
Writing YARA rules
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Getting started
1. Install Detect. See Installing Detect on page 20.
If you are upgrading your version of Detect, see Upgrade the Detect version on
page 22.
2. Upload threat data. See Managing threat data on page 25.
3. Push the intel down to the endpoints. See Deploying intel on page 36.
4. Address scan results and curate alerts. See Managing alerts on page 44.
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Detect requirements
Review the requirements before you install and use Detect.

Tanium dependencies
In addition to a license for the Detect product module, make sure that your environment
also meets the following requirements.
Component Requirement
Platform

Version 7.0 or later.

Enhanced functionality is available with version 7.0.314.6042 and later. Installing
Tanium™ Interact is also suggested.
For more information, see the Tanium Core Platform Installation Guide: Installing
Tanium Server.
Tanium™
Client

Detect is supported on Linux, Mac, and Windows endpoints.

Windows XP must have SP3 installed and Windows 2003 must have SP2
installed.
For more information, see the Tanium Client Deployment Guide: Prerequisites.

Tanium™
Connect

3.0 or later is required for event forwarding. 4.1.0 or later is required for reputation
data.

Tanium™
Index

1.3.0.1 or later (optional)

Tanium™
Trace

2.1.0 or later. Sysmon is required for Windows Server 2008 and Windows 7
endpoints. See Tanium Trace User Guide: Third-party software.

Endpoint hardware requirements
250 MB of disk space must be free on the endpoint. For more information, see the
Tanium Client Deployment Guide: Prerequisites.

Tanium Module Server computer resources
Detect is installed and runs as a service on the Module Server host computer. The
impact on the Module Server is minimal and depends on usage. For more information,
see the Tanium Core Platform Installation Guide: Host computer sizing. Contact your
Technical Account Manager (TAM) for details.
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Host and network security requirements
Specific ports and processes are needed to run Detect.

Ports
Outbound ports 80 and 443 are required on the Module Server host machine for
integrating intel streams.

Security exclusions
If security software is in use in the environment to monitor and block unknown host
system processes, your security administrator must create exclusions to allow the
Tanium processes to run without interference.
Target device

Process

Module Server

<Tanium Module Server>\services\detect3\node.exe
<Tanium Module Server>\services\detect3\twsm.exe
<Tanium Module Server>\services\eventservice\node.exe
<Tanium Module Server>\services\eventservice\twsm.exe

Windows x86
endpoints

<Tanium Client>\Tools\Detect3\TaniumDetectEngine.exe

Windows x64
endpoints

<Tanium Client>\Tools\Detect3\TaniumDetectEngine.exe

Mac OS endpoints

<Tanium Client>/Tools/Detect3/TaniumDetectEngine

Linux x86
endpoints

<Tanium Client>/Tools/Detect3/TaniumDetectEngine

Linux x64
endpoints

<Tanium Client>/Tools/Detect3/TaniumDetectEngine

Internet URLs
Intel streams are updated from the Detect service, which runs on the Tanium Module
server. If security software is deployed in the environment to monitor and block unknown
URLs, your security administrator must whitelist the intel stream provider URLs on the
Tanium Module Server.
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User role requirements
For Tanium Platform version 7.0, users with a minimum of Question Author privilege can
perform all functions.
For version 7.1.314.3071 or later, you can use role-based access control (RBAC)
permissions to restrict access to Detect functions.
Table 1: Tanium 7.1 Detect Role Privileges
Permission

Detect
Detect
Detect Read Only
Administrator Service User
Account

Detect
User

Show Detect‡
Access to the Detect
workbench
Show Detect3‡

*

*

*

Access to the Detect
workbench
Detect Alert Write
View and explore alerts
Detect Config Read

*

View and list engine
configurations
Detect Config Write
Create, edit, and delete
engine configurations
Detect Group Config Read

*

View and list groups for
intel mapping
Detect Group Config Write
Create, edit, and delete
groups for intel mapping
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Permission

Detect
Detect
Detect Read Only
Administrator Service User
Account

Detect Intel Read†

Detect
User

*

*

*

*

View and list intel
Detect Intel Write
Add and delete intel
Detect Label Read
View and list labels that
are assigned to intel
Detect Label Write
Create, edit, and delete
labels that are assigned to
intel
Detect Notification Read

*

View and list system
notifications of updates to
the Tanium signals feed
Detect Notification Write
Remove notifications from
the Detect workbench
Detect Quickscan Read†

*

*

View and list the results of
quick scans
Detect Quickscan Write
Start, stop, and delete the
results of quick scans
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Permission

Detect
Detect
Detect Read Only
Administrator Service User
Account

Detect
User

Detect Service User†
Deploy group configs and
intel, gather alerts and
group config stats, and
ingest intel from streams
Detect Source Read

*

*

View and list sources of
intel
Detect Source Write†
Add, remove, and
configure sources of intel
Detect Use API

*

*

*

Perform Detect
operations using the API
Detect Suppressionrule
Write
Create, edit, and delete
suppression rules
Detect Suppressionrule
Read

*

*

View and list suppression
rules
Detect Workbench User
Provides privileges for
Workbench users
Detect Demo User
Provides privileges for
Demo users
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For more information and descriptions of content sets and permissions, see the Tanium
Core Platform User Guide: Users and user groups.
* Denotes an implied permission.
† Requires permissions for other modules or solutions to complete all tasks in other
modules and see all content; such as Interact, Trace (version 2.2.0 or later), or Connect
(version 4.3.0 or later). You can assign a role for another product, or create a custom role
that lists just the specific privileges needed.
‡ To install Detect, you must have the reserved role of Administrator.

Table 2: Tanium 7.1 Micro Admin Role Privileges
Permission

Detect
Detect
Detect Detect
Administrator Service Read User
Account Only
User

Read User

*

Write WhiteListed Urls

*

For more information and descriptions of content sets and permissions, see the Tanium
Core Platform User Guide: Users and user groups.
* Denotes an implied permission.

Table 3: Tanium 7.1 Advanced Role Privileges
Permission

Content Set for
Permission

Ask Dynamic
Questions

Detect
Detect
Detect Read
Administrator Service Only User
Account
*

Execute Plugin

Detect

Execute Plugin

Detect Service

*

Read Package

Detect

*

Read Plugin

Detect Service

Read Saved
Question

Detect
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Permission

Content Set for
Permission

Read Saved
Question

Detect Service

Read Sensor

Reserved

Read Sensor

Base

Read Sensor

Detect

Read Sensor

Detect Service

Write Action

Detect

Write Action

Detect Service

Write Package

Detect

Write Package

Detect Service

Detect
Detect
Detect Read
Administrator Service Only User
Account

Detect
User

*
*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*
*

*
*

*
*

For more information and descriptions of content sets and permissions, see the Tanium
Core Platform User Guide: Users and user groups.
* Denotes an implied permission.
For example, to do everything in Detect and its features that integrate with other Tanium
products, the user needs:
l
l

l

l

Detect Administrator and Detect Service Account roles.
Connect Administrator role or the Event Schema Write and Reputation Write
privileges to send events to Connect and see reputation data.
Trace User role to pivot from an alert into a Trace live connection and to work with
Trace-generated intel.
Show Interact role to open scan results and drill-down to endpoints.
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Installing Detect
Import the Detect module and configure integration with other Tanium products.

Before you begin
l

l

If the Tanium Server uses a self-signed certificate, you must add localhost to the
TrustedHostList.
If your environment uses a proxy, you must add localhost to the
BypassProxyHostList.

Import Detect
Import Detect from the Tanium Solutions page.
Note: You must be assigned the Administrator reserved role to import a Tanium
solution module or content pack.
1. From the Main menu, click Tanium Solutions.
2. Under Detect, click Import.
A progress bar is displayed as the installation package is downloaded.
3. Click Continue.
The Import Solution window opens with a list of all the changes and import
options.
4. Initiate the import.
l For platform version 6.5 and 7.0, click Proceed with Import.
l For platform version 7.1.314.3071 and later, enable the Include content set
overwrite checkbox and click Proceed with Import.
For more information, see the Tanium Core platform User Guide: Align
content for modules.
5. Enter your password to confirm the installation.
6. To confirm the installation, return to the Tanium Solutions page and check the
Installed version for Detect.
Tip: If you do not see the Detect module in the console, refresh your
browser.
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Set the service account credentials
For recurring maintenance activities, specify a Tanium user with the appropriate
permissions. Specifying these credentials is a one-time configuration. No other
credentials need to be added.
l

Platform version 6.5 or 7.0, the user must be assigned administrator or content
administrator permissions.
Note: If content administrator credentials are used, they must be able to
access all computer groups that need Detect tools.

l

Platform version 7.1.314.3071 or later, the user must be assigned the Detect
Service User role.

1. From the Detect home page, click Settings

.

2. Under the Service Credentials tab, provide your Tanium Server credentials.
3. Click Submit.
4. From the Main menu, go to Administration > Whitelisted URLs and verify the
Detect URL.
It should appear as: https://localhost/cache/[a-f0-9]
{64}\?product=detect.*.
Do not alter this URL. If there is no Detect URL on the list, contact your TAM.

Set up Tanium™ Connect forwarding
Detect sends event information to Connect by default. To save this event information,
you must configure Connect for the events to be passed to a destination. If you do not
configure a destination, the events are dropped.
You can configure a Connect forwarding connection at any time. If you configure the
connection during the installation process, all history is captured.
1. (Optional) From the Detect home page, enable the encoding settings.
2. From Connect, create a new connection with Event type and Tanium Detect as the
event group.
3. Select the Detect events that you want preserved.
l All Events includes scan matches and other Detect events.
l Match Alerts forwards only the events that match a configuration and specific
intel.
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4. Configure the destination; such as a SIEM service or Write to File.
When configuring reputation intel for Detect, you do not need to configure Connect as
Detect inserts data into the reputation database.
For more information see the Tanium Connect User Guide.
To turn off event forwarding, see Troubleshooting on page 50.

Import Tanium™ Index
Index is a Tanium Platform component that can be distributed to Tanium Clients. Index
stores file names, hashes, and magic numbers in a client-side database. Detect uses
this database to quickly determine whether a particular indicator is present on the
system. This method eliminates the need to sweep the entire file system each time a
detection scan is requested and reduces the impact on client resources. Index can be
installed before Detect or you can use an existing installation of Index.
Note: Index is included with your Detect license.
For more information about installing and configuring Index, see Tanium Incident
Response User Guide: Indexing file systems.

Upgrade the Detect version
You can upgrade from Detect 3.x to the latest version by importing an update to the
solution and migrating your intel.
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IMPORTANT: Upgrade from IOC Detect 2.5.x to Detect 3.x is not supported;
however, you can migrate some intel from 2.5.x to 3.x. You can have both the 2.5.x
and 3.0.x versions installed at the same time, but you must apply them to different
computer groups. Using the 2.5.x and 3.0.x versions on the same endpoint is not
supported.

Upgrade the solution
1. From the Main menu, select Tanium Solutions.
2. Locate Detect and click Upgrade <version> .
A progress bar is displayed as the installation package is downloaded.
3. Click Continue.
The Import Solution page opens with a list of all changes and import options.
4. Initiate the upgrade.
l For platform version 6.5 and 7.0, click Proceed with Import.
l For platform version 7.1.314.3071 and later, enable the Include content set
overwrite checkbox and click Proceed with Import.
For more information, see the Tanium Core Platform User Guide: Align
content for modules.
5. Enter your password to confirm the upgrade.
6. To confirm the upgrade, return to the Tanium Solutions page and check the
Installed version for Detect.
Tip: If the Detect version has not updated in the console, refresh your
browser.
7. Recreate any custom user roles.

Migrate 2.5.x intel documents
You can migrate uploaded intel from Tanium IOC Detect, version 2.5.x, to Tanium
Detect, version 3.0.6 or later, using the workbench. Only schema valid intel is accepted.
Note: Streams are not eligible for migration, you must recreate them as a source.
Migration of YARA files is not supported.
1. From the Detect home page, click Help

.

2. On the Migration tab, click Start Intel Migration from IOC Detect.
3. Repeat the migration if needed.
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The migration shows progress bars for each group. Even though it shows the current
total intel count for each group, the migration tool only imports intel that does not exist in
Detect, it does not duplicate intel.

What to do next
See Getting started on page 12 for more information about using Detect.
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Managing threat data
Threat intelligence comes from many data sources, such as third-party providers,
generated from Tanium, or created by your investigations. These intel documents and
signals, known generally as intel, interact with the Detect endpoint engine.
Some intel document types, such as OpenIOC, STIX, CybOX, and YARA, search
against existing or historical artifacts on the endpoint. There are a number of providers
for these documents. You can upload them directly or configure source streams.
Signals are available through an integration with Tanium™ Trace. Signals are another
type of intel, but interact with the engine differently. Signals evaluate continuously with
the Trace event recorder and match on live process events. You can use signals as a
stream source directly from Tanium, or you can write your own signals.
Detect integrates with third-party reputation services. Hashes are sent to the reputation
services for assessment, then Detect enhances intel with the hash ratings. The
Definition and Engine Analysis tabs on the Intel details page provide additional
information about how the intel document is structured, which parts are applicable, and
the hash rating. For more information about what Detect does with known malicious
hashes, see Review reputation data on page 48.

Figure 1: Intel definition tab

Add signals
Signals are monitored by the Trace event recorder for live process, file, network, registry,
and DNS event matching on the endpoint. You can write your own signals. By default,
each signal can contain up to 24 unique terms.
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Note: To use signals, you must be licensed for Trace, and Trace tools must be
deployed to endpoints.
1.
2.
3.
4.

From the Detect menu, go to Management > Intel.
From the Add drop-down menu, select Signal.
Add a name.
Create a definition.
For more information, see Reference: Authoring signals on page 56.
5. (Optional) Add a description.
6. Click Save.
IMPORTANT: If the event is filtered (ignored) by Trace, then it cannot be matched
against a signal.
For signals provided by Tanium, see Connect to the Tanium Signals feed on page 30.

Upload intel documents
You can upload multiple intel documents at the same time.
1. From the Detect menu, go to Management > Intel.
2. From the Add drop-down menu, select Upload.
3. Browse to the intel files that you want.
You can use Ctrl and shift-click to select multiple documents.
4. Click Upload.
5. Review the intel validation check.
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The intel XML schema validation check shows the documents that were
successfully uploaded and any documents with errors.

6. Click Close.

Create intel documents manually
You can use the Quick Add feature to manually create an intel document.
Tip: Quick Add supports some types of defanged IP address formats that are found
in threat intelligence documents, such as 10[.]1[.]1[.]1 or 10 . 1 . 1 . 1.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

From the Detect menu, go to Management > Intel.
From the Add drop-down menu, select Quick Add.
From the Detect when drop-down menu, select the type of data.
Type the information to be matched.
(Optional) Enable Require exact match.
Type a name for the intel document.
For long term usability, use a consistent naming convention.
7. Click Create.

Label the intel
You can create labels to organize any type of intel into sets that are relevant for your
environment. For example, you might want to sort your intel by priority, incident case, or
based on the applicable attack surface.
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Intel gets applied to endpoints based on the sources and labels that you select. These
make an intel mapping file for each configured computer group. It is critical that you
carefully consider how you want to organize your intel.

Apply a label
1.
2.
3.
4.

From the Detect menu, go to Management > Intel.
Select the check box next to the intel documents or signals.
Click Label.
Choose a method to apply the label.
l Click Add Label and type in a new label.
l Select an existing label.
5. Click Save Changes.

Manage labels
To add or edit labels, to go Management > Labels.
To add a label, click Add Label. Create a name and description for the label and click
Create.
To edit or delete a label, hover over the existing label and click Edit

.

Configure intel stream sources
An intel stream is a series of intel documents that are imported rather than uploaded.
The intel can be managed separately after import. Streams can be from a vendor or a
folder in your network. You can import streams manually or based on subscription
settings.
Intel streams are updated from the Detect service, which runs on the Tanium Module
server. If security software is deployed in the environment to monitor and block unknown
URLs, your security administrator must whitelist the intel stream provider URLs on the
Tanium Module Server.
Detect can use several data formats, with these available stream types:
l
l
l
l
l
l

Folders on the Tanium Module Server
PwC Threat Intelligence
iSIGHT Partners ThreatScape
Tanium Signal feed
Trusted Automated eXchange of Indicator Information (TAXII™)
Palo Alto Networks Wildfire
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If you edit an existing stream, for example, by adding subscription choices, Detect
indexes and downloads new intel documents on a regular basis, based on the stream
type. The intel gets pushed to the endpoint during the next intel publication interval.
For more information about registry settings to use streams with a proxy server, see the
Tanium Core Platform Installation Guide: Server Proxy Settings.

Use a local directory
You can stream intel from a local directory. The directories must exist on the Module
Server. You can add multiple folders.
1. The System Administrator for the Module Server host machine must authorize a
directory for streaming.
a. Stop the Detect service.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

b. Add the directory to the <module_server_
directory>/services/detect3-files/data/detectblobs/folder-stream-roots.conf file.
If you set up a directory, other users can add folders within the authorized
directory. For example, if you add a c:\folder_streams directory, other users
could add the c:\folder_streams\stream1 and c:\folder_streams\stream2
directories.
c. Restart the Detect service.
From the Detect menu, go to Management > Sources.
Click New Source.
From the Type drop-down menu, select Local Directory.
Add a name and description.
Type in the absolute directory path on the Tanium Module Server.
The folder must be explicitly authorized for stream activity.
(Optional) Disable update tracking for imported files.
(Optional) Click Allow schema invalid documents to enable the import of intel that
might be formatted incorrectly.
Invalid documents show a warning next to their type on the individual intel page.
Click Create.

If needed, you can edit the source name later.

Connect to PwC Threat Intelligence
PwC Threat Intelligence is always in OpenIOC format. You can have only one stream of
this type at a time.
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Note: You must have a PwC subscription.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

From the Detect menu, go to Management > Sources.
Click New Source.
From the Type drop-down menu, select PwC.
Add your subscription details including the URL, username, and password.
Select the Subscription Interval, in minutes.
(Optional) Click Ignore SSL to skip the certificate validation.
(Optional) Click Allow schema invalid documents to enable the import of intel that
might be formatted incorrectly.
Invalid documents show a warning next to their type on the individual intel page.

8. Click Create.

Connect to iSIGHT Partners ThreatScape
The iSIGHT intelligence is always in STIX format. You can have only one stream of this
type at a time.
Note: You must have an iSight subscription.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

From the Detect menu, go to Management > Sources.
Click New Source.
From the Type drop-down menu, select iSight.
Paste the public and private key for your subscription.
Select the Initial History, in days, and the Subscription Interval, in minutes.
(Optional) Click Allow schema invalid documents to enable the import of intel that
might be formatted incorrectly.
Invalid documents show a warning next to their type on the individual intel page.
7. Click Create.

Connect to the Tanium Signals feed
The Tanium Signals Feed provides a stream of regularly updated signals designed to
detect common patterns of attack. Each signal is mapped to one or more categories in
the MITRE ATT&CK Framework.
1. From the Detect menu, go to Management > Sources.
2. Click New Source.
3. From the Type drop-down menu, select Tanium Signals.
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4. (Optional) If you do not want to use the default feed, enter a different content
manifest URL.
This field can be used for testing beta signals in non-production environments.
Contact your TAM for details.
5. Enable the Require Tanium Signature checkbox to only use Tanium-verified
signals.
6. Select the Subscription Interval, in minutes.
7. (Optional) Click Ignore SSL to skip the certificate validation.
8. Click Create.
When the Tanium Signals feed gets updated, system notifications get generated that
include the release notes about the updates. From the Detect menu, go to Management
> System Notifications.

Connect to a TAXII server
TAXII intelligence is always in STIX format. Unlike other streams, TAXII also sorts intel
documents into collections, and a document only appears in one collection. Configure a
source for each collection.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

From the Detect menu, go to Management > Sources.
Click New Source.
From the Type drop-down menu, select TAXII.
Add a name and description.
Add your subscription details including the URL, username, and password.
Type in the case-sensitive collection name or select from available collections.
Select the Initial History, in days, and the Subscription Interval, in minutes.
Make your optional security selections.
a. If you want two-way SSL validation, paste the certificate and private key for
your subscription.
b. Click Ignore SSL to skip the certificate validation.
9. (Optional) Click Allow schema invalid documents to enable the import of intel that
might be formatted incorrectly.
Invalid documents show a warning next to their type on the individual intel page.
10. Click Create.
If needed, you can edit the source name later.

Set up Connect and Wildfire
You can use Connect to integrate the intel from your Palo Alto Wildfire subscription. For
more full details, see the Tanium Connect User Guide: Configuring Palo Alto Networks
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WildFire and Tanium Detect.

Set up the reputation service
Reputation data provides more insight into which alerts might be good candidates to
save for further analysis and action. Through a Tanium™ Connect integration, Detect
uses the reputation data from third-parties, such as VirusTotal or Palo Alto Networks
WildFire.
Setting up reputation data is a two-part process:
1. Configure reputation data in Connect on page 32.
2. Create a reputation source in Detect on page 32.
The reputation data is included in the intel that gets deployed to endpoints as part of
what can generate alerts. For more information about how Detect uses reputation data,
see Review reputation data on page 48.

Configure reputation data in Connect
When configuring reputation for Detect you do not need to configure connections as
Detect Module inserts data into the reputation database.
Detect hash reputation data requires Connect version 4.1 or later. For more information
on configuring the reputation service settings, see Tanium Connect User Guide:
Configuring Reputation Data.

Create a reputation source in Detect
Configure Detect to search for specific columns of data to send to the reputation service.
1.
2.
3.
4.

From the Detect menu, go to Management > Sources.
Click New Source.
From the Type drop-down menu, select Reputation.
Select a saved question and column name.
You can create your own saved questions, if needed.
5. Select how often Detect polls for new responses to the saved question.
6. When known malicious indicators are found, choose a computer group to be
automatically quick scanned.
7. Click Create.
For endpoints that use reputation data, any hashes found by the saved questions are
sent to the third-party reputation service for assessment.
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Configure YARA files
YARA files function like other intel documents, in regards to uploading, streaming from a
folder, and labeling. However, Detect automatically assigns a scope to limit the
evaluation scan; by default, all YARA files are set to scan live files. If needed, you can
change the evaluation scope for any YARA file.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

From the Detect menu, go to Management > Intel.
Click the intel name.
If needed, filter the list of intel.
Click the Search Scope tab.
Select the scope of evaluation scan.
l Live Files: Limited to the running processes and their executable and library
files.
l Memory: (Windows and Mac only) Limited to the memory of all running
processes.
l Paths: Limited to the configured directory paths. The path search is recursive,
up to 32 directories.
6. Click Save.

Edit the intel definition
If needed, you can edit the structure and terms within an intel definition.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

From the Detect menu, go to Management > Intel.
Click the intel name.
If needed, filter the list of intel.
Click the Edit tab and make your changes.
Click Save.

View orphaned intel documents
When the source for a piece of intel is removed, the intel moves into an orphaned state.
1. From the Detect menu, go to Management > Intel.
2. Expand the Filter Results section and set the Source to Unknown.

Assign orphaned intel to a new source
You can assign intel in an orphaned state to the Workbench source.
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1. From the Detect menu, go to Management > Intel.
2. Expand the Filter Results section and set the Source to Unknown.
3. Select the check box that corresponds with one or more items of intel with an
Unknown source.
4. Click Actions > Assign to Workbench Source.
5. Any items of intel that have a Source of Unknown that you select are assigned to
the Workbench source. Click OK.

Delete intel documents
You can manually remove one or more intel documents.
1. From the Detect menu, go to Management > Intel.
2. Select the intel you want to remove.
3. Click Actions > Delete.
4. Provide your credentials and click OK to confirm.

Suppression rules
Create suppression rules to prevent the display of an alert when an intel match has been
detected. Use suppression rules to reduce false positives for signals that you cannot
edit, such as those from the Tanium Signal Feed. Suppression rules are not intended for
use as a substitution for properly crafted signals. You can apply rules that suppress
alerts that match Process Path, Process Command Line, Parent Command Line,
Process Hash, and User.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

From the Detect menu, go to Management > Intel.
Select a signal.
Click Actions > Add Suppression Rule.
Provide a name and description for the suppression rule.
Select the fields that you want to use for suppressions:
a. Process path: The path in the file system to a specific process. For example,
c:\windows\notepad.exe.
b. Process command line: Additional parameters that were provided for a
process. For example, if a process is wevtutil.exe, a possible process
command line is wevtutil cl Application.
c. Parent command line: The full command line of the parent process.
d. Process hash: A specific hash value that corresponds to a process. Process
hash is only applicable to MD5 hashes.
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e. User: A specific user on the system that is associated with a process. This
value can include a domain.
Note: If a signal has generated an alert, you can click the Suppress Alert link
from an alert page to preview the expected values for each of the fields.
6. Specify how you want to compare the field to the alert. You can choose to
suppress an alert if a field is a direct match, contains a value, or matches a pattern.
a. Select Is to suppress an alert when a direct match occurs. For example, a
specific hash value or user name matches.
b. Select Contains to suppress an alert when a subset of the alert criteria
matches. For example, a path that contains "Windows".
c. Select Matches to suppress an alert when a pattern matches the criteria. A
regular expression needs to match the whole string. For example, the regular
expression needs to be .*Win.* if you want to match Win and Windows.
Note: Use of the ^ and $ special characters and flags are not
supported.

Edit existing suppression rules
You can edit existing suppression rules to change the behavior of how they suppress
alerts.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

From the Detect menu, go to Management > Intel.
Select a signal that has the suppression rule you want to edit associated with it.
Select the check box that corresponds with the suppression rule you want to edit.
Click Actions > Edit.
Make changes to the existing suppression rule and click Save.

Delete suppression rules
You can delete suppression rules that you no longer want to associate with intel.
1. From the Detect menu, go to Management > Intel.
2. Select a signal that has one or more suppression rules that you want to delete
associated with it.
3. Select the check box that corresponds with one or more suppression rules that you
want to delete.
4. Click Actions > Delete.
5. Click OK to confirm that you want to delete the suppression rules.
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Deploying intel
Group configurations designate mappings of intel to a computer group. You can
associate multiple labels, a mix of signals and intel documents, and blackout periods to
each group configuration.
Detect packages are automatically created and deployed when groups are configured or
intel is uploaded. Each package is pushed separately on the endpoint, and can be
updated independently. The packages consist of the following pieces:
l

l

Group configuration package: Contains the Detect tools, the evaluation engine, the
intel mapping file, and any blackout periods.
Intel package: Contains the intel to investigate on the endpoint. Intel packages can
be a sync package (all intel) or a delta package (new intel since previous sync or
delta package). When intel is updated, a delta intel package is pushed to the
endpoints. The name of this update package contains the word Delta, for example:
Detect Intel for Windows Revision 51 Delta. After the configured Intel Package
Publication Max Deltas (default: 10), a sync package is deployed again.

Before you begin
l
l

Import and label intel. For more information, see Managing threat data on page 25.
Organize computer groups specifically for Detect, based on the common
evaluation needs of the endpoints. Detect uses group configurations to define
settings and intel list mappings used during evaluation scans on an individual
computer group. Some options include:
n Endpoint type, such as servers or employee workstations
n Endpoint location, such as by country or time zone
n Endpoint priority, such as business-critical machines
n Endpoint configuration needs, such as VDI machines
Note: Manual computer groups are not supported.
For more information, see Tanium Core Platform User Guide: Managing computer
groups.

Create a group configuration
The group configuration that you send to endpoints contains the Detect tools, any scan
blackout periods, and the configuration priority. The configuration file also has an
expiration date, which is updated each time the endpoint is in contact with Detect.
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1. Go to Management > Group Configuration.
2. Click a computer group.
3. Add the sources and labels for the signals, indicators, or rules.
For each intel row, only the intel that matches the source and label is included.
You can use a mix of intel with multiple intel rows. For more information, see Label
the intel on page 27.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Select the appropriate checkboxes for the endpoint type.
Select the hours and days for the Scan Blackout period.
(Optional) Change the blackout period to UTC time.
(Optional) Configure the Advanced Engine Settings.
Click Save and Deploy to publish the tools and configuration information.

The group configuration receives a group ID number, a revision number, and the priority.
Though endpoints can be members of multiple computer groups, only the highest priority
configuration is applied. For more information about changing the priority, see Reorder
the group configurations on page 39.
Intel is published to the endpoint during the next interval, and applied according to the
intel mapping file.

Encrypt intel documents
In addition to deploying the intel in an encrypted format, this setting also encrypts intel
documents on the endpoint.
1. From the Detect home page, click Settings

.

2. Enable Intel Encryption.
3. Click Update Settings.
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Adjust the intel deployment settings
Intel packages are deployed to the endpoints automatically. You can adjust the default
settings for an environment.
1. From the Detect home page, click Settings

.

2. On the Service tab, make intel package selections.
l Intel Deployment Scheduled Action: Specifies how frequently the action
runs. The default is 5 hours.
l Intel Deployment Distribute Over Time: Specifies how long the deployment
action can take. The default is 20 minutes.
l Intel Package Publication Interval: Specifies how frequently the intel
documents and labels are pushed to the endpoints. The default is 48 hours.
Intel Package Publication Max Deltas: Specifies the maximum number of
delta packages that can be deployed before a baseline (full sync) package
must be deployed.
3. Click Update Settings.
l

Immediately deploy intel to endpoints
Intel is automatically published to the endpoints on a regular interval. If a situation
requires it, you can manually push the intel documents and signals to the endpoints.
1. Go to Management > Group Configuration.
2. Click Deploy Intel Now.
All computer groups that have Detect tools installed receive an update to the latest intel
packages.

Add intel to an existing configuration
Intel is pushed to the computer groups based on sources and labels. Though any intel
added to a label is automatically used, you might need to add more labels after the
group configuration is initially created.
1. Go to Management > Group Configuration.
2. Click the computer group name.
3. Add the sources and labels for the signals, indicators, or rules that you want.
For each intel row, only the intel that matches the source and label is included.
You can use a mix of intel with multiple intel rows. For more information, see Label
the intel on page 27.
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4. Click Save and Deploy.
Each time the group configuration is saved, the revision number increases.

Reorder the group configurations
If an endpoint is part of multiple computer groups with conflicting configurations, only the
highest priority configuration is applied.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Go to Management > Group Configuration.
Click Reorder.
Click and drag the configuration to adjust the order.
Click Save.

Remove intel from group configurations
1. Go to Management > Group Configuration.
2. Click the computer group name.
3. For the intel you want to remove, click delete

.

4. Click Save and Deploy.
The updated intel list is pushed down to the endpoints.

Delete a group configuration
1. Go to Management > Group Configuration.
2. Click the computer group name.
3. Click Delete.
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If the computer group is part of another group configuration that was a lower priority, then
that configuration is applied.
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Scanning endpoints
Use Intel documents and signals to find matches on the endpoint through the Detect
engine. The engine scans the endpoint through background scans, quick scans, and live
signals monitoring through Trace. Background scans begin shortly after intel is deployed
to the endpoint and continue on regular intervals. Quick scans are initiated on demand,
typically when you need to urgently locate all instances of a potential compromise.
A scan can have three possible results:
l
l
l

Match: Identifies potential compromise and generates alerts.
No match: None of the intel matched the data on the endpoints.
Inconclusive: Generally, an indication that the scan did not complete for some
reason.

When a scan finds a match, the alert is gathered from the endpoint and reported to
Detect. From there, you can further investigate the endpoint through Tanium Trace or
other Tanium solutions.

Background scans
The Detect engine on the endpoint is continually scanning for intel matches. Matches
found are considered alerts, which are gathered regularly and sent back to Detect. When
a scan is due to run, the engine first checks the last scan to see if the scan was
interrupted. If the scan was interrupted, the engine resumes the scan instead of starting a
new scan. The scan details must be the same; such as the active configuration id,
revision id, and intel revision. Otherwise, it must invalidate the scan and start a new one.
Background scans run automatically on an interval specified by the engine
configuration. The default is 24 hours. To edit the configuration of the engine, see the
Engine Evaluation documentation. From the Detect home page, click Help , then click
the Evaluation Engine tab.
Blackout periods prevent background scans from running and interrupt running scans.
For more information, see Create a group configuration on page 36.
From the group configuration page or a specific computer group, you can see more
details about the scan status, tool availability, and open Tanium™ Interact results to drill
down further.
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Figure 2: Scan status and tools

Run a quick scan
Quick scans send a single piece of intel to the endpoints for immediate matching and
alert reporting. If the intel is too large, the quick scan option is not available. You can use
Signals, OpenIOC, STIX, or YARA intel in a quick scan.
For signals, you can use quick scans for a seven day historical query on the recorder
database. Quick scans on signals are also useful when you are authoring signals.
If a background scan is running at the time the quick scan starts, the background scan
pauses and then resumes when the quick scan finishes.
The computer group must have Detect tools to be used in a quick scan.
1. (Optional) Deploy an action to manually push Detect tools to computers that are
not part of a group configuration.
2. Go to Management > Intel.
3. Click the intel name.
4. Click Quick Scan.
5. Select a computer group.
6. Click Start Scan.
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The Detect icon pulses while the quick scan is running. After the quick scan completes,
you can use the Interact icon to view the detailed results of the scan. As alerts are
generated and gathered asynchronously from the scan, they might display on the Alerts
page prior to the scan completion.
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Managing alerts
You can view alerts in the following locations:
l
l
l

The high-level overview on the Detect home page
An individual intel document
The Alerts page

View unresolved alerts
l

l

On the Detect home page, the alert visualization provides a high-level view of the
alerts. To see a list of the unresolved alerts, click Investigate.

On the Detect home page, you can also review alerts by label or source type.
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View alerts by intel document
From the Detect Menu, click Management > Intel. To open a single piece of intel, click
the name of the item. From the individual page, you can review alerts that are associated
with the intel, the activity over the last 30 days, the engine analysis, and you can edit the
definition.
You can also initiate quick scans for intel documents from the intel page.
Example of IOC intel:
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Example of signal:

Investigate reputation data
For endpoints that use reputation intel, hashes found by the saved questions are sent to
the reputation service for assessment. If this intel generates an alert, hashes are
decorated to provide an at-a-glance status. Any known malicious matches automatically
initiate a quick scan on targeted computer groups and generate an IOC for ongoing
background scans. Each reputation IOC can contain up to 20 hashes. These IOCs
appear with Reputation as their source.
When the reputation for a hash changes, the intel is updated. For example, if a hash is
no longer considered malicious according to reputation data, the associated intel
document is updated so no further alerts are generated. If no malicious hashes exist in
an intel document, the document is deleted.
1. Expand an alert to see the hash indicator. A hash can have one of the following
ratings:
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l

Non-Malicious (Green)
Malicious (Red)
Suspicious (Yellow)
Unknown (Gray)

l

Pending

l
l
l

2. Click a hash to view more details. For reputation data that comes from VirusTotal,
you can expand the details and see a color-coded list of intelligence providers that
have assessed the hash.
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The Detect icon pulses while the quick scan is running. After the quick scan completes,
you can use the Interact icon to view the detailed results of the scan. Alerts are
generated and gathered asynchronously from the scan. Alerts might be displayed on the
Alerts page before the scan completes.

Review reputation data
For endpoints that use reputation intel, hashes found by the saved questions are sent to
the third-party reputation service for assessment. If this intel generates an alert, process
and driver hashes are decorated to provide an at-a-glance status. Additionally, any
known malicious matches automatically initiate a quick scan on the targeted computer
group and generate an IOC for ongoing background scans. Each reputation IOC can
contain up to 20 hashes. These IOCs display with Reputation as the source.
The hash indicator is available by expanding an alert.
A hash can have one of the following ratings:

l

Non-Malicious (Green)
Malicious (Red)
Suspicious (Yellow)
Unknown (Grey)

l

Pending (

l
l
l

)

In addition to the at-a-glance visualization, clicking a hash opens the Reputation Report
Details window. For VirusTotal reputation data, you can view a color-coded list of
intelligence providers that have assessed the hash.

Find similar matches
Limit alerts to those that are similar to a specific alert.
1. From the Detect Menu, click Alerts. Select an alert.
2. Expand the basic alert details and click Find Similar Matches.

Investigate alerts in Trace
If you have a suspicious alert, you can open a live connection in Trace to investigate
further.
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Note: For Tanium Platform version 7.1.314.3071 and later, you must have
additional Trace permissions. For more information, see the Tanium Trace User
Guide: Console roles and privileges.
1. From the Detect Menu, click Alerts. Select the alert that you want to investigate.
You can investigate one alert at a time.
2. Click Actions > Investigate in Trace.
3. When Trace is ready, click Start live connection [ endpoint name].
The live endpoint page opens in Trace, with appropriate filtering for the type of alert you
are investigating. Take a snapshot of suspicious endpoints for saved evidence.

Delete alerts
You can delete alerts at any point. If an alert is matched again at a later time, the alert
will reoccur.
1. From the Detect Menu, click Alerts.
2. Select the alerts that you want to delete.
If needed, reorder or filter the list of alerts.
3. Click Actions > Delete.
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Troubleshooting
If Detect is not performing as expected, you might need to do some troubleshooting or
change settings. For assistance, you can also contact your TAM.

Collect logs
You can compile Detect logs and files that are relevant for troubleshooting.
1. From the Detect home page, click Information

.

2. Click Prepare Archive to generate an archive of information you can use to
troubleshoot issues.
3. Click Download Archive.
The archive contains the Detect database, logs, YARA cache, and other relevant files.
You can create an updated ZIP file every 90 seconds. The ZIP file name has the format:
detect-files-yyyymmddThhmmssZ.zip.

Change logging level
If you need greater verbosity in the logs, you can change the log level.
1. From the Detect home page, click Settings

.

2. On the Service tab, adjust the level as needed.
You can change the logging level of the server to TRACE, DEBUG, INFO, WARN,
or ERROR. The default is DEBUG.
IMPORTANT: Use TRACE only for troubleshooting over short periods of
time.
3. Click Update Settings.

Change logging level for a single group configuration
If you need more information from a specific group configuration, you can change the
logging level for the group.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Go to Management > Group Configuration.
Click the computer group name.
Open the Advanced Engine Settings.
Select the log level.
Click Save and Deploy.
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View notifications
To view system notifications, click Management > System Notifications. These
notifications show non-match alerts, including when alert throttling is enabled on the
Detect service or any endpoints. To delete a notification, select the row and click Delete.

Get Detect tools status
You can use Tanium™ Interact, or a saved question, to ask Get Detect Tools Status
from all machines.
The results returned are divided by operating system, Detect version, and the endpoints
that do not have the tools installed. The Detect tools status is evaluated when the Detect
service restarts or is updated.
For more information, see Tanium Interact User Guide: Asking questions.

Verify the Trace version
Integration with Trace is required to use signals as intel. For more information about
Trace requirements with Detect, see Tanium dependencies on page 13. The endpoints
must be initialized.
Ask the question: Get Tanium Trace Status from all machines.
For more information, see the Tanium Trace User Guide.

Update the service settings
You might need to change how often the Detect service communicates with the
endpoints, gathers information for reporting, or to throttle Detect behavior.
1. From the Detect home page, click Settings

.

2. Change the settings as needed for your environment.
3. Click Update Settings.

Tune alert throttling
You can adjust the throttling settings to control how many alerts you are getting on the
endpoint or from the Detect service. Both endpoint and service alert throttling are
enabled by default.
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Configure throttling for signal alerts on endpoints
You can configure throttling of signal alerts on the endpoint when you create a group
configuration. By default, signal alert throttling on an endpoint is enabled and occurs
when five events on a single piece of intel occur within five minutes.
1. Go to Management > Group Configuration. Select a computer group.
2. In the Advanced Engine Settings section, update the settings for signal throttling.

3. Click Save and Deploy to publish the tools and configuration information to the
endpoints.
4. If signal alert throttling occurs, you will see notifications about the event and the
endpoint that has throttling enabled on the Management > System Notifications
page.

Configure match alert throttling on the Detect service
You can configure match alert throttling on the Detect service. This service-level
throttling can apply for quick scan alerts and all types of intel. By default, match alert
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throttling is enabled and occurs when 100 events on a single piece of intel occur within
20 minutes.
1. From the Detect home page, click Settings

.

2. Edit the settings for match throttling.
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You can adjust when throttling occurs, and adjust the cooloff period, which controls
how long alerts continue to be throttled.
3. Click Update Settings.
4. If alert throttling occurs on the Detects service, you will see notifications that
throttling is enabled on the Management > System Notifications page.

Refresh Detect stats information
You can update the latest information about Detect and the objects created by Detect.
1. From the Detect home page, click Information

.

2. Click Reload.

Configure the Detect Engine manually
Though you can change most Detect settings within the advanced settings of a group
configuration, you might need to manually run scripts from the Tanium™ Client directory
on the endpoint to edit the engine configuration.
l
l

get-config provides all of the available options and their current values.
set-config changes the value or clears it, returning to the default behavior.

You can also find more information about engine configuration options in the Evaluation
Engine documentation. From the Detect home page, click Help , then click the
Evaluation Engine tab.

Complete a manual backup and restore
You can create a backup or restore a backup to an existing Detect configuration. For
example, you might use a backup when you are moving from a testing to production
environment.
1. On the Tanium™ Module Server, stop the Detect service.
2. On the source Module Server host computer, copy the logs and data directories.
l For version 2.5.x and earlier, go to Program Files\Tanium\Tanium
Module Server\services\detect.
l For version 3.x and later, go to Program Files\Tanium\Tanium
Module Server\services\detect3-files.
3. On the target Module Server host computer, paste these items into another Detect
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installation to restore the state.
4. Restart the Detect service.

Uninstall Detect
In certain situations, you might need to remove Detect from the Module Server for
troubleshooting purposes.
CAUTION: Use the Tanium Console to uninstall. Do not use the host machine
add/remove programs feature unless advised by a TAM.
1. From the Main menu, click Tanium Solutions.
2. Locate Detect, and then click Uninstall.
The Uninstall window opens, showing the list of contents to be removed.
3. Click Proceed with Uninstall.
4. Enter your password to start the uninstall process.
A progress bar is displayed as the installation package is removed.
5. Click Close.
6. To confirm, return to the Tanium Solutions page and check that the Import button
is available.
Tip: If the Detect module has not updated in the console, refresh your
browser.
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Reference: Authoring signals
You can use signals through an integration with Tanium™ Trace for the continuous, realtime evaluation of process, network, registry, and file events on the endpoint. Signals
implement a specific language that the Detect service ingests and validates for both
language syntax and the currently supported terms and conditions. Signals are available
as a feed from Tanium, or you can author your own signals.
In addition to using the Tanium Signal feed of tested and validated signals, you might
want to create your own custom signals, specific to your environment. Signals provide a
mechanism for you to detect suspicious or interesting process behavior, by combining
multiple search expressions. A narrow search scope helps you minimize false-positive
alerts.
For more information about the signals provided by Tanium, see Connect to the Tanium
Signals feed on page 30.

How signals work
Signals use a specific language syntax to build search expressions for process-related
events on the endpoint.
Like other intel, signals get validated when they are added to the Detect service to
ensure proper structure. The signals are compiled, then sent and applied to the
appropriate computer groups.
Unlike other types of intel, the Trace event recorder continuously inspects each process
creation event in real time and starts up the Detect evaluation engine when a match
occurs, rather than doing periodic scans. Each event gets evaluated against any signal
definitions. Whenever a signal condition is matched, an alert is generated. Detect
regularly polls the endpoints with a saved question to gather alerts. The alerts appear on
the Alerts page in the Detect workbench.

Signal syntax
The syntax of signals are built from the supported objects, properties, conditions, and the
search values into search expressions. One or more expressions make up the signal
definition. The objects all reference process-related events. For example, a file object
would mean an operation on a file by a process. A signal can have multiple expressions
in a single definition, connected with AND or OR operands. When needed, you can use
parentheses to dictate precedence. Writing a signal expression should follow one of
these formats:
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l
l

object.propertyconditionvalue
object.propertycondition'value with spaces'

Each object is a type of process event and has one or more properties that further narrow
the scope of the event. The condition specifies how the object and property relate to the
value provided. Not all conditions are supported with all object properties.
For full details about the supported objects, properties, and conditions, go to the Detect
home page help , where you can access the Evaluation Engine documentation.
The following sample expressions demonstrate combined expressions, precedence,
and escaped special characters:
l

l

process.command_line contains 'evil' AND process.path starts with
'c:\\windows'
(file.path starts with 'c:\\temp' OR file.path ends with '.evil.tmp') AND
process.path contains cmd.exe

Note: Signals are case-insensitive.

Signal use cases
Signals are designed to identify suspicious or malicious process activity in real time, and
therefore are not intended to alert on large lists of file properties, such as hashes or
filenames. These use cases are better solved with background intel scanning or
reputation alerting. For example, alerting on excel.exe is not very useful and creates
a lot of unnecessary activity with little value. However, if excel.exe launches
Powershell.exe, that would be something a security operations center would want to
know. The signal condition for that example would be:
process.path ends with ‘powershell.exe’ AND process.parent_path ends with
‘excel.exe’

Use signals to detect activity that, while not malicious, is unwanted within a specific
group of computers. For example, the use of dsquery.exe or dsget.exe to
administer Active Directory could be an unwanted activity. If your normal process is to
use Powershell scripts developed in-house, it could signify that an intruder is trying to
make modifications. Or if firewall settings are inherited through GPO settings, the use of
netsh.exe on an endpoint might need to be understood.
Use signals to ensure that some activity has happened. For example, receiving alerts
from servers when a critical application has launched following a reboot might be a
signal to consider. Alerting that the w3wp.exe process has launched after an IIS server
has rebooted might be something a Web Content team would want to see.
Signals must have a narrow scope, specific targets, and a clear intended use.
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Testing signals
After you create a signal, test the signal in a lab before using it in a production
environment. Verify that the signal is applied to the correct endpoints and returns the
results that you expect.
1. Create a signal.
See Add signals on page 25 for more information.
2. (Optional) If you want to evaluate a signal, you can run a quick scan for the signal
and modify the signal as needed.
3. Apply the signal to a group configuration for a test computer group that has Detect
tools installed.
4. If you cannot wait for the intel deployment interval, click Deploy Intel Now.
5. On one or more endpoints within the configured computer group, trigger the
conditions of the signal.
6. Confirm that the alert has been received by the Detect workbench.
Iterate on this process until you are satisfied with the results.
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